The following example is presented. G is a nondiscrete locally compact amenable group. H is a subgroup of G with zero Haar measure such that if g(E.G~H then (i) there is a subsemigroup S=U "_<)/>> of G where the I"'s are open pairwise disjoint ideals of S (all right-or all left-ideals) and (ii) gS-fo.
disjoint ideals of S (all right-or all left-ideals) and (ii) gS-fo. Let G be the affine group of the line, i.e. G = {g:R -» R | g(x) = ax + b, a ^ 0} with composition as multiplication.
[The reader is referred to Hewitt and Ross [4] for the standard topology and Haar measure of G.] G, being the semidirect product of i?~{0} with R, is amenable. Let 77= {gEG\g(x)=ax+b, \a\ =l}. 77 is certainly a subgroup of G, and the measure of 77 is zero. , and |o|-1<l, the desired semigroup S=\Jñ=0I", containing gö1, exist. But then goES~1 = l)^lI~1 and the /»''s are open disjoint leftideals of S1""1.
